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Final Exam Topics Sheet for College Trigonometry Online 

Text: Trigonometry, 12th ed., Lial/Hornsby/Schneider/Daniels 
 
This sheet lists the important topics from each chapter of the text. 

Use it as a check list to be sure you have studied all that you should 

know for the final examination. If you have any questions about any of 

these topics, please post to the Canvas open discussion board and/or 

seek assistance right away. 

 

Chapters covered: 1.1-1.4, 2.1-2.5, 3.1-3.3, 4.1-4.4, 5.1-5.6, 6.1-6.4, 

7.1-7.5, 8.2, 8.5-8.6 

 

1.1-1.4 Trigonometric Functions 

terminology: lines, geometry, angles, triangles, similar triangles 

theorems: degrees in a triangle, Pythagorean 

Pythagorean triples 

angle in standard position  

complementary and supplementary angles 

angles: positive, negative, coterminal, quadrantal 

degrees, minutes, seconds 

convert DMS  decimal degrees by hand and on calculator 

two special triangles (45°-45°-90° and 30°-60°-90°) 

definition of the 6 trig fns using x, y, r 

sign of trig fns by quadrant 

where trig fns are zero or undefined 

3 reciprocal identities 

6 ratio identities 

3 Pythagorean identities 

simplifying trig expressions 

proving basic identities 

 

 

2.1-2.5 Acute Angles and Right Triangles 

 

definition of the 6 trig fns using SOH-CAH-TOA 

definition of cofunction and cofunction theorem 

evaluating trig fns and inverse trig fns on calculator 

significant digits 

solving standard right triangles (finding sides, angles) 

angles of elevation/depression 

applications involving bearings, headings 

definition of reference angle and reference angle theorem 

evaluate trig functions of any angle (by hand or on calc) 

 

 

3.1-3.3 Radian Measure and Circular Functions (SKIP 3.4) 

 

definition of radian 

convert degrees  radians by hand and on calculator 

evaluate trig fns of radian angles (by hand or on calc) 

evaluate trig fns giving answer in rads (by hand or on calc) 

UNIT CIRCLE – memorize it! 

evaluate trig fns and inv trig fns using the unit circle 

arc length formula 

area of a circular sector formula 
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4.1-4.4 Graphs of the Circular Functions (SKIP 4.5) 

 

odd vs. even trig functions 

graphs of the 6 trig fns 

period, amplitude, domain, range, asymptotes 

phase shift (from graph or from equation) 

vertical translations 

graphing on calculator or by hand using y=Asin(Bx+C)+D 

graph →  different possible equations 

graphing a combination trig fns using calculator 

determining if the graph of a function is periodic 

 

 

5.1-5.6 Trigonometric Identities 

 

proving basic identities  

proofs requiring factoring, conjugates, pythag IDs, reciprocal IDs 

determining if an equation is an identity by graphing 

 

6 sum/difference identities 

using sum/dif ID to find exact values of non-special angles 

simplify expression using sum/diff IDs 

prove identity using sum/diff IDs 

 

double angle identities 

given a trig fn of , find a trig fn of 2 
simplify expression using double angle IDs 

prove identity using double angle IDs 

 

half angle identities 

using ½-ang IDs to find exact values of non-special angles 

given a trig fn of , find a trig fn of /2 
simplify expression using half angle IDs 

prove identity using half angle IDs 

 

SKIP: sum   product IDs 

 

 

6.1-6.4 Inverse Circular Functions and Trigonometric Equations 

 

inverse trig fns: graphs, domain/range restrictions, allowable quads 

evaluating inv trig fns by hand, on calc, and using unit circle 

evaluating trig fns of inv trig fns using circle diagram 

 

simplifying expressions that have an inverse trig fn inside a sum/diff, 

double angle, or half angle form 

 

solve trig equation by: graphing, isolating trig fn and using inv trig 

fn to find angle, factoring, or quadratic formula 

 

solving trig equation using trig identity to simplify first 

 

solving trig equation that involves a multiple angle 

finding all solutions (ie, in terms of “k”) 

 

solving trig equation that involves an inverse trig fn 
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7.1-7.3 Applications of Trigonometry (Laws of Sines/Cosines) 

 

law of sines (AAS & ASA) to solve triangle or WP 

ambiguous case (SSA) 

“no solution” vs “one solution/right tri” vs “two solutions” 

law of cosines (SAS & SSS) to solve triangle or WP 

SSS area using Heron’s formula 

 

SKIP: SAS area, AAS area 

 

 

7.4-7.5 Applications of Trigonometry (Vectors) 

 

2D vectors including: 

 used to represent a statement, arithmetic, components  

algebraic notation and “< , >” notation, 

 operations on vectors using graphs 

 operations on vectors algebraically: add, subt, scalar mult 

 magnitude, norm, length, direction (by hand and calc) 

 dot product (two different formulas) 

 angle between two vectors 

 perpendicular & parallel vectors 

 orthogonal vectors 

 unit vector, ˆ ˆ,i j  
 

find vector normal to a line 

physics apps: resultant force, equilibrant, inclined plane 

navigation apps: heading, true course, air speed, ground speed 

 

 

8.2 (and 8.1 if need review) Complex Numbers (SKIP 8.3, 8.4) 

 

complex numbers: operations, opposite, conjugate, modulus, argument 

complex form  trigonometric form  

 

 

8.5-8.6 Polar and Parametric Equations & Graphs 

 

rectangular and polar coordinates including converting between them 

algebraically eliminate the parameter 

identify polar curve given polar equation 

graphing polar and parametric curves (by hand and on calc) 


